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Kenneth Foulks, Neighbor 

Corrugated Cardboard For Food Delivery 

 

Whether you deliver freshly-baked pizzas or offer takeaway food options to your 
customers, you have to make sure that you have a reliable food packaging system in place. 

At least, you have to use packaging that cushions your food items to protect them from 
damage that can occur during the delivery process. At the same time, you have to make 
sure that your food items do not come into contact with dust or other contaminants. 
Excess moisture can also spoil your food items. In such a scenario, you may wonder about 
the best packaging option. Well, the answer is corrugated packaging. 

What is corrugated packaging? 

Corrugated packaging belongs to the category of cardboard packaging. It consists of inner 
and outer liners sandwiching a fluted layer. These liners and the fluted layer are made of 
durable cardboard. This entire structure makes food delivery much safer. The outer 
surface allows for extensive branding through colors and design patterns. 

Difference between corrugated and non-corrugated packaging 

While corrugated packaging consists of cardboard-based materials, it is much stronger 
than other non-corrugated options. The fundamental difference between corrugated 
cardboard and non-corrugated cardboard is the fluted layer that enables the entire 
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structure to protect food products in the best possible way. Without this fluted layer, the 
food products are more susceptible to damage. 

The benefits of corrugated packaging 

There are several reasons you should choose corrugated cardboard for food packaging 
over other non-corrugated options. We will discuss some of those reasons here. 

Hygienic 

The process of creating corrugated cardboard packaging involves temperatures over 100-
degree Celsius. 

According to a survey, corrugated cardboard reaches this temperature three times during 
the manufacturing process. This high temperature eliminates all harmful microbes and 
bacteria, making corrugated cardboard an ideal option for food packaging. 

The University of Bologna published a study that suggested perishable foods such as fruits, 
meat, eggs, and bread delivered in corrugated trays remain fresher than foods delivered in 
plastic trays and containers. Washing plastic trays don’t guarantee the elimination of 
bacteria and other microbes, meaning that your food products remain susceptible to 
contamination. 

Eco-friendly 

Corrugated cardboard doesn’t consist of any synthetic materials, which makes it one of 
the most eco-friendly products used in the global supply chain. Aside from being 
recyclable, corrugated cardboard is also 100% biodegradable. It means that if it somehow 
ends up in a landfill, it will decompose into non-toxic elements. 

Plastic packaging, on the other hand, takes thousands of years to biodegrade. Even then, it 
produces toxic elements that tend to contaminate the environment. 

Cost-effective 

Despite its impressive structure and a host of several benefits, corrugated cardboard 
doesn’t cost much. Its development is a cheaper process compared to plastic 
manufacturing. That is mainly due to its reliance on natural resources. Also, being 
lightweight makes it a preferable option in the global supply chain. Its transportation 
doesn’t result in significant fuel consumption. Companies that ship large volumes of food 
products know well how corrugated cardboard can help them save thousands of dollars 
every month. 

So, do you want to start using corrugated cardboard to ship your food products? It is best 
to analyze whether this option fits your requirements. You can have a decisive discussion 
over this matter with your packaging vendor. 
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